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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The advantages and disdvantages of Automatic Repeat request
(ARQ) are Q. (Select 2 answers)
A. The video quality is affected because the redundant data
occupies some bandwidth. In addition, it cannot handle burst
packet loss, and a certain delay is introduced
B. it occupies little bandwidth and slightly impacts the video
quality

C. it has high requirements for latency, which makes it
difficult to use in live networks, it is effective only in
slight packet loss. In addition, it results in more video
jitter
D. it can restore the lost data with a certain probability and
it is applicable to common packet loss scenarios
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are creating the solution scope for a proposed solution in
your organization. You need to understand the scope of work
that needs to be completed. You elect to identify the solution
scope and then break the solution scope into smaller work
products or deliverables.
What technique are you using in this instance?
A. Interface analysis
B. Vision statement creation
C. Functional decomposition
D. Scope modeling
Answer: C
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